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The seed of modern day 
CRM were sown in the ____ A. 1960 B. 1940 C. 1950 D. 1990 
Relationship marketing was 
about putting the customer 
in the ____of the business 
circle  A. Outside B. Inside C. Periphery D. Center 
_______ means that the 
organisation treats each 
customer separately. A.Data mining  B. Personalization  C. management  D. Collection  
CRM works on increasing 
customer _______. A. Loyalty  B. Focus  C. Strategy  D. Decision maker  
An _______ customer is 
from outside the 
organisation providing the 
product or service  A. External  B. Internal  C. Active  D. Passive  
Data warehousing is the 
generic name for the 
infrastructure of _____ data 
storage . A. Offline  B. Intermediate  C. Online  D. Sample  
Customer who have made 
infrequent ,small purchase 
recently are often _____ 
customer  A. Second-time  B. Last -time  C. Frequent  D. First -time  
_____ driven by 
globalization and the 
internet ,has changed the 
face of business  A. Competition  B. Management  C. Segmented  D. Analysis  
Calls from customers 
regarding their queries 
,problems ,suggestion are 
handled by _____ A. Call Centers  B. Marketing Dept  C. Monetary value  D. Production Dept  
______ refers to any 
marketing activity that " A. Interruption marketing  B. Permission marketing  C. Transactional marketing  D. Relationship marketing  
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interrupts" a viewers 
attention  
______is a business strategy 
that seeks to establish long 
term relationship with its 
customer rather than 
focusing on single 
transaction  A. Interruption marketing  B. Permission marketing  C. Transactional marketing  D. Relationship marketing  
_____ are repeated 
interactive discussion 
among randomly selected 
customer  A. Group discussion  B. Focus group interviews  C. Debates  D. Relationship marketing  
There has been an 
ideological shift from a 
'transaction ' to a '_____' 
focus  A. Relationship  B. Discount  C. Premium  D. Trust  
Relationship marketing is a 
relatively _____concept in 
marketing  A. old  B. medieval  C. New  D. Ancient  
CRM technology is 
considered as ______and 
complex innovation . A. Reasonable  B. Cheap  C. Expensive  D. FOC  
 _______ customer is from 
outside the organisation 
providing the product or 
service  A. Collaborative CRM  B. CSS  C. SFA  D. EMA  
_______ helps the 
organisation to increase the 
profitability at less operating 
cost  A. CRM  B. Data warehousing  C. Strategy  D. Trust  
_____ is the process that 
works as a supporting 
system for the service staff 

A. Computer Telephony 
integration  B. Mobile CRM  C. Interactive voice response  D. Service automation  
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and managers to achieve 
their work related objectives  
____ are oriented towards 
supporting the business 
staff and generally provide 
diagnostic and 
troubleshooting help  A. Contact centers  B. Call centers  C. Interactive voice response  D. Helpdesk  
The transactions under ____ 
are between business firms 
and consumers  A. B to C  B. A to B  C. B to B  D. B to A  
Effective customer 
segmentation is only 
possible through a ______ 
customer view  A. Uni-dimension  B. No dimensional  C. Multi dimensional  D. Dimensional  
Companies can start by 
focusing on the _____ 
business flow that has the 
highest priority or causing 
the greatest pain within the 
business  A. Complementary  B. Associated  C. Key  D. Unimportant  
Organisation often seek for 
employees who have 
appropriate ______.  A. Leadership  B. Resistances  C. CRM  D. Reliances  
_____ is the base for 
business expansion because 
of the stiff competition 
prevalent in the banking 
industry  A. Customer service  B. CRM  C. Bank  D. internet banking  
_____ staff of bank should 
be motivated to give 
"people -touch" to each and 
every customer  A. Front line  B. Back end  C. Mortgage  D. Banking  
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Designation of ____ are 
created who will only 
emphasise only on 
customers giving 80% of 
revenue to the branch  A. Relationship Manager  B.Bankers  C. Probationary officers D. Clerks  
The effectiveness of BRM 
depends on proper ______ 
of BRM with CRM strategies  A. Differentiation  B. segregation  C. Integration  D. transaction  
The prospect becomes a 
____ when she or he gets 
attracted by the offering of 
the marketing organization 
and buys the product or 
service  A. Client  B. Customer  C. Advocate  D. supporter  

LIC stands for _____. 
A. Life insurances 
corporation  B. Life issuer corporation  

C. Level Insurances 
corporation  D. Life insurances compiling  

The need of the hour in 
surances sector is 
comprehensive 
____packages where 
personalized and 
customized service are 
provide  A. Customer loyalty  B. Customer information  C. Customer choice  D. Know your client  
An ____ is often the first 
point of contact when 
calling many larger 
businesses  

A. Multimedia contact 
center  B. Inbound call center  C. EPOS  

D.Automatic call 
Distribution  

_____can be used to front -
end a call center operation 
by identifying the need of 
the caller  

A. Multimedia contact 
center  B. Inbound call center  C. EPOS  

D.Automatic call 
Distribution  
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____ means that bank treats 
each customer separately 
,differently and uniquely  A. Segregation  B. Differentiation  C. Accumulation  D. personalization  
_______uses sophisticated 
mathematical and statistical 
techniques such as neutral 
networking and cluster 
analysis. A. Data mining B.Data survey C.CRM D.E-CRM  
A person’s _________ are all 
the groups that have a 
direct or indirect influence 
on their attitudes or 
behavior. A.Inspirational groups B.Reference groups C.Dissociative groups D.Customer group  
This is an approach to selling 
goods and services in which 
a prospect explicitly agrees 
in advance to receive 
marketing information 

A.customer managed 
relationship B.data mining C.permission marketing D.one-to-one marketing 

Advantage of CRM A.Cost of the Software 
B.Improve overall 
relationship with customer 

C.Customization of the 
Business D.Data mining  

CRM in Insurances helps 
general and life insurance 
companies  enhance  A. Customer profitability  B. Customer loyality  C. Customer satisfaction  D. Customer Retention  
CRM is ________ A.Business centric B.Money centric C.Profit centric D.Customer centric 
E-business stands for A.Electronic business B.Electron business C.Electric business D.Employees business  
A corporation is _____ 
person. A.  An artificial  B. natural  C. Trustworthy  D. noble  
B2C deals with a ______ 
quantity of leads compared 
to the B2B  sector  A. Equal  B. lower  C. substantial  D. comparative  
E-CRM is concerned with 
attracting and retaining 
economically _____ A. Stable  B. Differential  C. valuable  D. gullible  
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customer and eliminating 
less profitable ones. 
An additional way to assist 
customer is through 
improved 
_______interaction . A. Call center  B. TV  C. Newspaper  D. Radio  
_______ of varying 
complexity and analytical 
purpose can be generated 
by E-CRM system on 
customer behaviour  A. Reports  B. Grouping  C. Communication  D. consistent  
______ plays a significant 
role to generate revenue 
,control cost and mitigate 
risks. A. Data profiling  B. Data control  C. Data management  D. Data integration  
_____ resulting in a single 
source of " truth' and 
making easier for end users 
to access information  A. Data profiling  B. Data control  C. Data management  D. Data integration  
Customer ____ is  an 
understanding of customer 
behaviour that has the 
potential to drive mutual 
benefit  A. Retention  B. insight  C. analysis  D. Acquisition  
Customer data is difficult for 
a ____ to mange due to the 
sheer volume of customer 
with constanly evolving 
personal and transactional 
information.  A. Wholesaler  B. Manufacturer  C. Retailer  D. Storehouse manager  
_____ is important to 
organisation In todays highly 
competitive market . A. Innovation  B. Creation  C. Differtiation  D. Classification  
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_____ is electronic system 
whereby at checkout point 
data is been collected 
customers will get served 
quicker  A.E-CRM  B. Customer service  C. POS  

D. EPOS (Electronic point of 
sale) 

_____ are the most critical 
asset in a call centre as it is 
they who really deliver the 
business performances  A. Location  B. People  C. Customer  D. process  
A simple way of 
implementing a CRM 
strategy is to consider 
business ______.  A. Profit  B. Losses  C. Processes  D. Strategies  
Business process ____ and 
business planning revision 
close the CRM loop  A. Refinement  B. Change  C. Addition  D. Reduction  
CRM technology allows 
employees to have 
necessary information 
before they make ____ with 
customer  A. Contact  B. Sales  C. Proposition  D. Bidding  
______ provides access to 
all customer information 
including enquiry status and 
correspondence  A. Customer management  B. Knowledge management  C. Account management  D. Back end intergration  
_____ is the key element to 
E-CRM strategy  A. Customer acquisition  B. Customer win back  C. Customer retention  D. E-CRM  
Customer loyalty is at the 
___ of CRM and is one of 
important brand assets.  A. Head  B. Middle  C. Heart  D. Outside  
Loyal customer minimize 
the _______ of running 
business.  A. cost  B. risk  C. fun  D. objective  
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______ indicates the 
differences between the 
service expected by 
customer and the service 
they actually receive, 

A. Customers representative 
gap  B. Customer service gap  C. Service quality gap  D. Customer EPOS  

_____ is an unpleasable 
fulfillment response  A. Customer service gap  B. Service quality gap  C. Customer EPOS  D. Dissatisfaction  
CRM is a philosophy , 
process,concept of 
development and 
mangement of customer 
_______.  A. Transaction  B. Relationship  C. Sales  D. Data . 
Establishing a CRM concept 
implies continuous 
______on customer and 
bank side. A. Change  B. Indifference  C. Participation  D. efforts 
_____CRM the integration 
of social media with 
customer relationship 
management strategies  A. Mobile  B. Social  C. Emotional  D. Relationship . 
Purchasing CRM software 
normally involves a cost for 
the ________ an 
incremental per user fee 
and a recurring annual 
maintenance fee  A.Hardware  B. Software  C. Material  D. Equipment  
____ being the central bank 
gives guidelines for 
implementation of CRM in 
banks.  A. Mortgage  B. Software  C. RBI  D. SEBi  
_____ is a place where the 
financial service are offered 
such as checking ,saving and A. Insurances  B. CRM  C. Bank  D. Financial intitution  
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providing credit to the 
customer  
______ means the bailment 
of goods as security for 
payment of a debt or 
performances of a promise  A. Pledge  B. Bailment  C. Mortgage  D. Banking  
CRM in Insurances helps 
general and life insurance 
companies  enhance  A. Customer profitability  B. Customer loyality  C. Customer satisfaction  D. Customer Retention  
_____ is an activity of 
looking after customers, and 
helping them with any 
complaints or problems A. CRM officer  B. Customer care  C. Customer service officer  

D. Customer service 
reference 

Customer relationship 
management is a ____ 
process  A.  One time  B. Comprehensive  C. old  D. Simple  
CRM is the _______ use of 
information , 
process,technology and 
people to mange the 
customer relationship with 
my company  A. One time  B. Random  C. Strategic  D. Recurring  
Customer relationship 
oriented pratices underwent 
remarkable change due to 
_____ revolution  A. White  B. Green  C. Industrial  D. Direct  
Someone who buys goods 
or service for final 
consumption is know as 
______. A. Customer  B. Seller  C. Manufacturer  D. Wholeseller  
A data base that collects 
information about all the A. CRM  B. Loyality  C. Content  D. product focus  
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customer is know as 
______.  
The first step in the CRM 
process is to construct a 
customer ______.  A. Database  B. Trust  C. Base  D. Identity  
Frequent shoppers 
programs are used to both 
build a customer _____ by 
identifying customer with 
their transaction  A. Trust  B. Relationship  C. Database  D. Analysis  
______ CRM process are 
often used to generate 
automatic personalized 
marketing based on the 
customer information 
stored in the system  A. Competition  B. Programs  C. Automated  D. Recurring  
______is a business strategy 
that seeks to establish long 
term relationship with its 
customer rather than 
focusing on single 
transaction  A. Relationship marketing  B. interruption marketing  C. Lifetime value  D. Call centers  
_______ is a business 
strategy that focuses on 
"single points of sales " 
transaction  A. Interruption marketing  B. Permission marketing  C. Transactional marketing  D. Relationship marketing  

 


